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will be surprised to see how reasonable
we can make your SPRING SUIT con-
sidering the advance in raw material.
i-iJ) SPARKS
Tailor and Haberdasher
BRUNNER'S PHARMACY DAWSON & BRUNNER
13th and Locust Sts. 13th and Poplar Sts.
Rose Jewelry, University Note Books
Candies, Cigars, Pipes, Etc.






Seventh and Big Four New Phone 575
UNIVERSITY NOTE BOOKS,
STATIONERY, Etc.
Films Developed and Printed in 24 hours
liteep Cool
IN ONE OF OUR
PALM BEACH, MOHAIR, SILK OR COOL CLOTH SUITS
Moderately Priced—$8.50-$10.00 and up
See our splendid values in Underwear, Shirts, Hoisery, Etc.





Rose Dispensary Bldg., Corner Seventh and Cherry
The Only Goodyear Welt
Shoe Repairing System in the City
Shoes Called For and Delivered Promptly
BOTH PHONES 1995




Eat a little cornbread
Eat a little rye—
War will be over
Bye and Bye!
ERMISCH MY CLEANER
Proper Cleansing Conserves Your Clothes
OSE MEN, REMEMBER—
When you are thinking of that New Spring Suit, those new B. V. D's, a new
Silk Shirt, or Hat or Cap,
REMEMBER
Thormark 0, Schloss
Tailors, Clothiers, Hatters, Haberdashers
We Would be Pleased to Have You Call 666 Wabash Avenue
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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F you want CANDIES and ICE CREAM
of quality. The Greek Candy Kitchen
makes them FRESH EVERY DAY.
Made of strictly pure materials. The
cleanest, coolest and most sanitary place in
the city.
WE NOW SERVE DAINTY LUNCHES
The Greek Candy Kitchen
Cor. Seventh and Main Streets
Phone New 1250 Phone Old 1450
FELLOWS!
Patronize a Rose Advertiser
when you buy a Spring suit and
don't forget to say "I saw your
ad in The Rose Technic."
A
WALK-OVER SUPERIORITY IN FOOTWEAR
MORE than half a century of buying and selling in every important city in this
country not only gives to us the possible advantage in buying, but enables us to bring to
you the exact models that are the most accepted among good dressers. These advantages are
economically expressed in special Spring showing that awaits you here.
CHENEY'S WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
651 WABASH AVENUE
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
THE NEW SPRING SHOWING IS NOW READY ! ! !
1 1
,1/4 i 1 t 
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The Suits that are not only up to minute, but a few seconds ahead.
Styles that will be copied by the other fellows next season.
COME IN AND SEE THE NEW MODELS
M. JOSEPH'S SONS, 512-14 Wabash Ave.
L. D. SMITH
NEWSDEALER and STATIONER
We Carry a Complete Line of
Baseball. Tennis and All
Kinds of Athletic Supplies
673 Wabash Avenue Terre Haute, Indiana
CITIZENS TELEPHONE 6
Get Your Hair Cut at the
teat Porthern Ti3artier
• bop
Opposite Big 4 Station
Suits F'ressed 50c
WOODSIE D. FUQUA, Prop.
Our Customers are Repeaters
"There's a Reason"
Tbe Colonial fit airy Ituncb
F. F. Winslow, Owner
-The One White Spot of Terre Haute'
24 South Seventh St. Terre Haute, Indiana




TERRE HAUTE TRUST BUILDING
For Keen, Critical Young Men
here are new
ilk birt5
with individuality and smartness--in a variety
of patterns and color combinations unequaled
in Terre Haute. Rose Poly men will apprec-
iate their custom-like tailoring and beautiful
qualities.
Priced at
$7.45, $8.95 and up
EsmausHED 1856
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
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ROSE will become the headquarters of amilitary training school beginning about
June 15th. Just how many men will be taken
care of eventually is not definitely known but
it is understood that not less than 300 will be
trained here this summer. The men will be
sent here from the various cantonments for
training as automobile mechanics and will come
in divisions of about 100 each for two months.
For several weeks workmen have been busy con-
verting the gymnasium into sleeping quarters
and the west basement of the main building into
a dining room and kitchen. With these im-
provements and others which are to be made,
Rose will make an ideal place for the training of
these men. Their work, however, will in no way
interfere with the curriculum of the Institute.
All connected with the Institute rejoice in its
No. 7
being able to serve the government in this
capacity.
M R. BRENT C. JACOB, an alumnus ofthe class of 1903, has contributed an ar-
ticle on the design of shoe brakes for publica-
tion in this number. Mr. Jacobs has been with
the Brown Hoisting Machinery Company of
Cleveland, Ohio, for several years. In his,
article, Mr. Jacob presents a solution of the
problem of shoe brakes which is of unusual in-
terest as a problem in machine design.
E ARE favored this month with a short
article on the duties of an engineer a-
ficer of the Navy by Commander J. A. Bell, U.
S. N. Ret'd. Commander Bell is at present,
Recruiting Officer of the Navy Recruiting Sta-
tion at Indianapolis. Aside from being of
much general interest, this article presents much
information for those who are contemplating
entering this branch of the service.
AT a meeting of the THE TECHNIC staff onThursday. May 16th. the following staff
was elected for the coming year:
Editor-in-Chief  Fred M. Crapo, '19
Assistant Editor Glenn N. Maxwell, '20
Alumni A L. Ervin, '19
Reviews Ivan S. Mendenhall. '19
Athletics H W. Streeter, '19
Senior Locals G. M. Owens, '19
Junior Locals Karl A. Froeb, '20
Sophomore Locals E R Ronald, '21
Artist R A Leathers, '19
Business Manager L S. Stinson, '19
Asst. Business Manager G. L. Brown, '20
The Editor-in-Chief wishes to take this op-
portunity of expressing his thanks to alumni
and others who have contributed to the present
volume and also to the members of the staff for
their faithful co-operation and assistance.
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Engineer Officers of the United States Navy
BY
COMMANDER J. A. BELL, U. S. N. RET'D.
S the Navy Department has requested the
undergraduates of the Technical Colleges
and Universities to enroll in the Naval Reserve
for service after graduation, a brief article de-
scriptive of the duties and status of Engineer
Officers in the Navy may be of interest.
No doubt certain members of the faculty will
remember that not many years ago. the Navy
was torn by dissension over antagonistic line and
staff claims, and that finally in order to end the
dispute the old corps of Engineers was coalesced
with the line and the attempt was made to grad-
uate from the Naval Academy men profession-
ally qualified for either deck or engineering
duty, much as though you might graduate a
combination of mechanical, electrical, archi-
tectural and chemical engineers in a four year
combination course. It is hardly necessary to
say that the scheme was not a success. It ac-
complished one thing, however, and that was to
stop corps jealousies and bickerings and we
might add it gave them a common foundation
for the life of a Naval seaman. But it was not
enough, as the great modern dreadnaughts and
battle cruisers were developed, the details of
their equipment and care called for specializa-
tion in many branches of science.
The old days of auxiliary, steam power with
a speed of eight or ten knots passed with
smooth-bore guns, and torpedoes consisting of
a can of powder on the end of a stick. It be-
came necessary to add a post-graduate course
of a year and a half in marine engineering for
such of the graduates who showed special apti-
tude or inclination, to add special courses in
gunnery, electricity, torpedoes, compasses and
aviation. If he elects marine engineering the
graduate as a rule continues on engineering duty
throughout; if a deck and divisional officer he
specializes only until he approaches command
rank. Such in outline, is an officer's life in the
Navy.
You are naturally most interested in your
specialty of an Engineer and what you have to
expect under the present circumstances. We
hope to give you another article soon on your
probationary period, the summer vacation
training and the officers' school, so for the pres-
ent I will briefly outline your work after grad-
uation from the last.
We will assume that you are detailed to duty
as an Ensign for Engineering duty on a bat-
tleship. Upon reporting to the Captain you
will be directed to reporfto the Chief Engineer,
(usually of Commander's or Lieutenant-Com-
mander's rank) who will in turn direct you to
report to one of his senior assistants or engine
room Watch Officers, of whom you may find
three or four on board, of Senior 'Lieutenant or
Lieutenant (junior grade) rank, in charge re-
spectively of engines, boilers and auxiliaries.
The auxiliaries, it may be mentioned in passing,
include lighting, heating and ventilating sys-
tems; the hoisting, steering and anchor engines;
all motor boats, steam launches, etc.
You will, after showing yourself capable, be
in immediate charge of the men and will be re-
sponsible for the work in hand; not only for
giving the orders remember, but also that the
orders are executed. After periods of duty as
assistant in each of the above stations accord-
ing to the ability shown, your authority and re-
sponsibility will be increased. You will. should
you remain in the service, advance into the rank
and responsibilities of the grades above you in
order, being examined physically, morally and
professionally for each promotion until you
reach the age of 64, when you retire with three-
fourths of the pay of your highest rank.
You may expect during peace time to spend
about three-fifths of your time at sea and the
remainder on shore duty or leave, the propor-
tion of shore duty increasing as you rise in rank.
The duty on shore will be at Navy Yards, ship-
building or other construction plants, as gov-
ernment supervisor or inspector or at the avy
Department in Washington. In port you will
be given days duty alternating with leave
ashore. You will have plenty of work, but
also as much leisure and recreation as is good
for you. Your opportunities for advancement
are dependent on no one but yourself, and you
need be associated throughout your life work
with no one but gentlemen.
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Government Service
Submarine Service:The A. I. E. E. has been
requested by the Bureau of Navigation, Navy
Department, to make nominations, in groups of
twenty-five each, of specially- qualified elec-
trical engineers
' 
for submarine duty with the
United States Naval Reserve Force. The
qualifications specified are as follows:
(1) A desire to serve in submarines.
(2) A degree as mechanical engineer, elec-
trical engineer, or mining engineer, conferred
by a college of recognized technical standing.
(3) At least two and one-half years of prac-
tical engineering subsequent to graduation(ex-
clusive of time spent asS ". ales agent).
(4) The candidate must not be over thirty-
five years of age.
(5) Physically strong and sound in health.
The names of those nominated by the Insti-
tute will be forwarded to the Bureau of Navi-
gation, and the Bureau will submit them to the
Commander, Submarine Force, for further
selection of an eligibility list, which will be
drawn upon from time to time to meet the
requirements of the new submarine classes.
The candidates who are selected will be com-
missioned as Ensigns in the Naval Reserve
Force and will be sent to the Naval Academy
for an intensive training course. Those who
complete this course successfully will be sent to
the submarine school for the special technical
course preliminary to becoming part of the ac-
tive submarine officer complement of the Navy.
The courses of instruction at the submarine
school require specialization in electricity,
diesel engines, torpedoes and submarine opera-
tion.
The Provost-Marshal General of the Army
states that any person subject to the Selective
Draft Law may be released therefrom to ac-
cept a commission in the U. S. Naval Reserve
Force.
Members of the Institute or other persons
possessing the qualifications specified, who de-
sire to have their names submitted to the Bu-
reau of Navigation as being available for this
service, are requested to notify the Secretary
of the Institute, giving sufficient information to
show that they meet tile requirements.
Instructors Officers' Training School:
The Government proposes to establish imme-
diately at Camp Humphreys, Va., a training
school for replacement troops for the Engineer
Corps. These men will be given intensive
training to fit them for the special service re-
quired in connection with the various engineer
units in the service.
As this school will have an ultimate capacity
of approximately 30,000 men, many instructors
will be required, and an appeal is made to
qualified men above draft age who are willing;
to volunteer their services and enlist in the En-
gineer Corps as instructors in this school. These
men must be qualified to give instruction to ma-
chinists, blacksmiths, wheelwrights, carpen-
ters, concrete foremen, electricians, dynamo ex-
perts, miners, painters, riggers, sheet metal
workers, foundrymen, automobile and motor
truck gas engine men, draftsmen, photograph-
ers and general foremen of construction, and
therefore a thorough knowledge of these lines
is essential.
The applicant will be required to furnish
proper credentials showing his knowledge of
any one of the above lines. Full particulars
and application blanks will be furnished by
applying to Captain Louis T. Grant, E. R. C.,
Secretary Engineer Training Schools, Camp
Humphreys, Va.
Bureau of Mines: Important chemical and
other technical engineering work necessary for
the prosecution of the war is being carried on
by the Bureau of Mines Experiment Station,
at Washington, D. C. The services of trained
men of the following classifications are urgent-
ly needed: Bacteriologists • Biologists: Chem-
ists, Inorganic; Chemists, Organic; Chemists,
Physical; Chemists, Electro ; Chemical En-
gineers; Draftsmen; Electrical Engineers; In-
strument Makers; Laboratory Assistants;
Laborers; Machinists; Physiologists; Plumb-
ers; Steamfitters; Stenographers; Skilled La-
bor of various kinds.
Those whose training fits them for any of
these occupations, should send to the Bureau
of Mines, American University Experiment
Station, Washington, D. C., for blank forms.
When properly executed and returned, these
forms will be placed on file, and when a vacancy
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occurs will be considered and applicants noti-
fied if services are desired.
Registrants in the draft, not yet ordered to
camp, may be immediately inducted into the
service for work here.
Those rwt in the draft, who wish to serve
their country in the present crisis, can enlist,
or serve as civilians.
The Coast Artillery Corps will require
many additional officers within the next few
months and offers an exceptional opportunity
for men of technical education to work for com-
missions.
Only graduates of the training camp at Fort
Monroe, Virginia, are appointed officers. A
three months' course is given, starting early in
January, April, July and October. It is ex-
pected to continue this throughout the war.
Candidates are selected from among enlisted
men of the coast artillery, by boards of officers
convened in all commands. To become elig-
ible, therefore, it is necessary to enter the ser-
vice as an enlisted man. One not regist-
ered for draft may enlist at any recruiting
station. A registered man should write to the
Chief of Coast Artillery, Washington, D. C.,
stating his qualifications. Authority for his
induction into service will then be asked for;
and, if this be granted, a letter will be fur-
nished to the applicant directing his local board
to place him in service and send him to a coast
artillery post.
It should be clearly understood that no
promise can be made to any applicant that he
will be selected for the training camp if en-
listed, or that he will be graduated if sent to
the camp. This depends entirely upon the man
himself. If unsuccessful, he will continue, to
serve as an enlisted man. If successful, he will
be appointed second lieutenant and assigned to
duty as such immediately upon completion of
the training camp course. As the demand for
officers is continual, it is unlikely that any man
of suitable education and character will fail to
secure promotion, though, as already stated, no
promise can be made.
Engineering graduates are especially de-
sired, but a technical education is not essential
for all officers. A man who has completed a
year or more of college work, including courses
in plane trigonometery and the use of lo-
garithms, has an excellent chance of winning
appointment if he enters the service before the
first of July.
Forest Service: The Forest 'Products Lab-
oratory is in urgent need of engineers' ser-
vices, probably for the period of war. The
work will be primarily of an experimental and
research nature embracing principally investi-
gations of the mechanical and physical proper-
ties of wood, practical problems of the pulp
and paper industry, etc. Work in connection
with proper kinds and use of wood in airplane
construction, methods of artificially drying
wood, strength of built-up veneers, etc. Open-
ings are of two grades: Engineers, age 25 to 45,
graduate civil or mechanical engineers or
equivalent, 3 years practical experience in re-
search and in testing materials. salary $1,860 to
$3,000 a year, Assistant Engineers, a ge 20 to
40, graduate civil or mechanical engineers or
seniors in such, or at least four years practical
work in such branch of engineering, salary $1,-
200 to $1,800 a year. For circular giving com-
plete information apply to 0. M. Butler, Asst.
Director, Forest Products L9boratory, U. S.
Dept. Agriculture, Madison, Wisconsin.
Naval Architecture:
It is understood as a preliminary, that the
student who enters the special short course in
Naval Architecture is a graduate from a tech-
nical school or college of recognized standing
or is a senior student in such an institution who
is recommended for graduation.
The special short course shall cover not less
than six weeks of continuous instruction.
The items to be included in the course, all of
which relate to ship design and construction,
are:
1. Calculations involving displacement, buoyancy,
etc., and the study of the mathematical and
mechanical principles involved under each of
items 1, 3, and 4, unless such study is unneces-
sary becauQe of its inclusion in the regular
course which has been pursued by the student.
2. Structural arrangement,
3. Stability.
4. Resistance and propulsion.
5. Specifications.
6. Drawing and design (elementary).
For additional information, address United
States Civil Service Commission, Washington,
D. C.
U. S. Navy Steam Engineering School:
The need of a school such as the United
States Navy Steam Engineering School, lo-
cated at the Stevens Institute of Technology,
was brought about by the demand for Engi-
neering Officers to man the rapidly growing
Navy. This demand has been met so far by
promoting those who have proven qualified by
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their years of practical experience in both the
Navy and Merchant Marine, but this supply is
limited and the demand is becoming greater
every, iday. This school s in reality a post-
graduate course of specializing work in marine
engineering for graduates of technical schools.
The qualifications necessary for entrance to
this school as set forth by the Navy Depart-
ment in circular letter No. 1024-785-1, dated
March 4, 1918, are:
1. Men of ability and officer material.
2. Age 21 to 30, inclusive.
3. Completed high school course and graduate
of engineering course at a recognized technical
school or an equivalent of above.
4. Must be physically qualified according to the
standard of the regular Navy for officer ma-
terial.
The method of enrolling for this service is
as follows:
The man should report to the nearest En-
rolling Office, and make application through
the Enrolling Officer for enrollment in the
Naval Reserve Force for this special training
course. He should give his age, educational
qualifications and -practical experience, and if
he passes the iphyscal examination and is deemed
qualified he will be enrolled as Machinist Mate,
2d Class.
He will then be ordered by the Commandant
of the District in which he enrolls to report to
the Supervisor, Naval Auxiliary Reserve, Muni-
cipal Ferry Terminal, South and Whitehall
Streets. New York City, for duty in connection
with the U. S. Navy Steam Engineering
School, and be ready to start his course.
The course will consist of five months of
training, divided as follows:
One month of military training at the Naval
Training Camp, Pelham Bay Park New York.
One month at the United States Navy Steam
Engineering School.
In one week the aircraft patrol round the
British Isles flies 30,000 miles.
During 1917 the British captured on all
fronts a total of 115,000 prisoners and 781 guns.
To become an "ace" in the military air ser-
vice a pilot must bring down at least five enemy
planes. •
Nearly 600 steamships are regularly employed
in the transport of British troops and army
supplies.
Two months practical training on board ships
and in repair shops in the vicinity of New
York.
One month finishing course at the U. S. Navy
Steam Engineering School.
If a man completes the course at the U. S.
Navy Steam Engineering School satisfactorily,
he will be commissioned an Ensign for engi-
neering duties only. If 9. man fails or at any
times does not show ability and aptitude for the
work he will be given the rating he is best quali-
fied to fill and be transferred for general de-
tail.
The benefit that this school offers to the tech-
nical man is additional training and specializ-
ing in work in which he is interested and has
selected as a profession. There can be no doubt
that the experience he will receive from con-
tinuing his profession will be of the greatest
importance to his future.
In regard to the undergraduates of the
Freshman, Sophomore and Junior years it is
the Navy Department's policy to have as many
of these men enroll as possible with the rating
of Seaman 2d Class, and not called into active
service until graduation, and these men upon
graduation, then become eligible for entrance
into this course.
Any men, graduates or undergraduates who
are registered in the draft can enroll with the
proper Enrolling Officer by securing from their
draft board a letter of release which can readily
be obtained for this purpose, provided the men
are not included in the current draft quota.
Any students who are enrolled in the En-
gineers' Enlisted Reserve Corps can secure a
discharge from that Corps to enter this service
and can present their release direct to the En-
rolling Officer in the naval district in which
they are located.
The allies have lost an average of only one
ship in 200 convoyed vessels.
Since the beginning of the war the British
admiralty believes that nearly one-half of all
the German submarines operating in British
waters have been captured, sunk or otherwise
destroyed.
Some 30,000 emeny prisoners are now being
cared for in England, exclusive of officers, non-
commissioned officers and invalids.
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Shoe Brakes
BY
BRENT C. JACOB, '03.
T is customary to consider that the pressure
per square inch on a brake shoe is equal to
the total pressure on the shoe divided by the
projected area. The following shows that a
uniform pressure per square inch of shoe contact
surface acting radially outward will balance
the total pressure of the shoe when its value is
equal to the total pressure divided by the pro-
jected area.
F/4. I.
In Fig. 1 r=radius of wheel in inches.
L=total pressure in pounds of shoe on wheel.
p=uniform pressure in pounds per square
in. acting radially outward between shoe and
wheel.
w=width of shoe in inches.
/3=angle in radians to edge of brake shoe.
y-=--angle in radians to any point on brake shoe
contact.
ds=a very small arc on shoe.
b=the resultant of the radial force, pwds.
that acts parallel to and in the opposite direc-
tion to L.
b=-pwds siny=pwr E•in.ydy since d
rdy.
( 27r=circumference and 27 radian s= 360°)
Therefore the total force acting parallel to
and in the opposite direction to L is the sum






It is readily seen that a pressure, g, pounds
per square inch of projected area, 2wc, will bal-







= - or B=L.
2wc
This shows that the pressure per square inch
acting radially outward on a brake shoe
could be equal to the total pressure on
the shoe divided by the projected area. Due to
deflection of shoe and brake wheel the above
condition is not necessarily so. The stiffer the
shoe and wheel are made, the nearer will this be
true. Also if the shoe is not supported by a
pivot at the right point it will cause higher pres-
sure at one end than at the other when a tor-
que is applied to the brake wheel, making the
shoe dig or wear unequally.
With a uniform pressure per square inch on
the brake shoe surface, the following shows how
to locate the support to prevent unequal pres-
sure when a torque is applied to the brake
wheel.
In Fig 2, p= uniform radial pressure in
pounds per square inch of brake shoe.
p=coefficient of friction of brake shoe.
t=tangential force in pounds per aera, wds
of brake shoe.
f=component of t acting at right angles to
the line AB.
F=sum of all the f's for 1/2 of the brake shoe.
=angle in radians subtending 4 of
brake shoe.
y=--angle in radians to any point on brake
shoe.
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w=width of brake shoe in inches.
r=radius of brake wheel in filches.
e=distance in inches from wheel f acts. •
x=distance in inches from wheel F acts.
ds-=very small arc on shoe.
M=moment of force F about the point C and
equals Fx.

















M supwr2 (a —sina)
.a 1)
x=17=p.pwr sina
The resultant of all the forces acting at right
angles to the line AB, passes through this line
at a distance, x, from the rim and if the sup-
port is placed to either side of this point there
is a turning moment on the shoe which in-
creases the pressure on one end of the shoe caus-
ing unequal wear.
The resultant of all the forces for Y2 of the
shoe acting along the line AB are balanced by
the resultant of all the forces for the other half
of the shoe.
a
The curve gives the value of ( 
i 1)s_na
for all values of a from o to —
2 
radians. For
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For example if the angle subtending y2 of
the shoe contact Was 600, the curve shows the
value of ( .a —1 ) to be about .21, andsma
the support should be located out from the face
of the wheel a distance equal to .21 of the radius
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A graphical method is given in Fig. 3, di-
viding the surface in only a few parts to show
how the forces act. The greater the number of
parts used the more accurate the result should




from using an infinite number of parts by
means of the calculus.




and a slide rule the location of the support can
be obtained quickly with little effort.
The torque produced by a brake shoe may
be obtained by considering the conditions given
in the preceding part of this article. One way
is to consider the force at the rim of the wheel
due to friction of the shoe on the wheel. It is
equal to the pressure per square inch times the
number of square inches in contact times the




27rrwxp.xr=2pp.awr2 where T is the
torque in inch-pounds, of the brake wheel.
The other way is to consider the force, F act-
ing on the support at a distance x from the rim





T=2µpwr sina( r+sina 
1.)=20LS war 2.
which is the same result as was obtained by the
first method.
If the torque is desired in terms of the total
shoe pressure, L, it is obtained as follows:









In this last formula a is still radians with




is readily obtained from the curve
for the value of (a 1 ) by adding 1 to thesina
value found corresponding to the required angle a.
From the formula T.Lp.r •it is seen thatsi
a 
na
the torque is greater than LiAr as is sometimes used
by some designers.
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HE Freshmen at Dart-
mouth recently petition-
ed the faculty, asking
that steps be taken to
establish a unit of the
R. 0. T. C. there, but
were advised by the Dean that such a unit
would be impracticable.
Maj. Lowell, 0. R. C., who has been acting
as instructor of the college men at Plattsburg
and Camp Devens, says he has found them
lacking in discipline and in many cases lacking
in real knowledge of why the United States is
at war.
Speaking before members of the Harvard
Club of Boston, Major Lowell (he is a kins-
man of Harvard's president), said:
"We tried many theories in an effort to
make officers of men in the short space of three
months. We decided to watch the college men
and see where they excelled and where they fell
short, and we have come to certain conclusions.
"One is that the college men, who should be
leading, are lacking, first, in discipline, and,
second, in the thorough realization of the aims
and the seriousness of the war. In some ways
they are ahead and in some ways they are be-
hind. So my message is to teach the boys dis-
cipline in the home, the school and the R. 0. T.
C. If you teach them nothing else, send them
to the camps disciplined.
"The collapse of the Russians was due to
lack of discipline. The first Canadian army
was sent back to England for five months to
acquire discipline. The Australian army for-
got their discipline, went ahead of their ob-
jectives in their enthusiasm and were shot by
their own artillery fire-600 casualties took
place in a half hour. Discipline is reducing
common sense to set formula, so that when the
men get into battle with their bodies trembling
and minds lost they will, because of their train-
ing, follow the commands of their leader and
have some chance for their lives."
In addition to the
usual marching and &id
drill, Oregon University ii
cadets will dig trenches
with bays, traverses and
dugouts on the univer-
sity golf links. Bayonet drill, bomb throwing,
grenade hurling, camouflage, night drill, rifle
practice, birds-eye drawing and the stretching
of barbed wire entanglements are some of the
phases of war in which training is given.
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An appeal to the students of the Johns
Hopkins University to help win the war by
working in the shipyards during the summer,
resulted not only in 75 students volunteering to
take work, but also in members of the faculty
deciding to take positions.
The greater part of 4,300 graduates of engi-
neering schools in the class of 1917 are now in
the service. One-third of the class of 1918 has
enlisted without waiting for graduation.
Figures compiled by the Columbia Alumni
News show that over 20,200 alumni are in the
service. Three hundred and twenty-two mem-
bers of the faculty are also in the service.
Forty sons of Princeton University have
given their lives in the service of the United
States and her associates in the war, according
to the latest reports received here from the
American TJniversity Union in Paris. This is
believed to be the greatest loss thus far suffered
by any American institution of learning.
It is reported also that 34 Princeton men
have been decorated for bravery and many
others cited in orders. A large number of the
men decorated were in the ambulance service.
Some of the men have returned to Princeton to
continue their studies.
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Mr. James E. Fitzpatrick, secretary of the
south side draft board of Terre Haute, has re-
ceived an appointment as captain in the engi-
neering corps and expects to see duty in France
soon.
James E. Orr, '18, who has been with the
Westinghouse Electric Co., at Pittsburg, has
enlisted in the Navy as an electrician.
Chester E. Moore, '15, has been called for
service and was sent to Waco, Texas, for train-
ing in aviation..
Herbert A. Smith, '14, received a commis-
sion as second lieutenant of field artillery after
attending the officers' training school at Camp
Taylor.
Capt. Glenn M. Curry, '09, who has been with
the Coast Artillery and stationed at Savannah,
Ga., is now in Tampa, Fla., where he is serving
on the colonel's staff.
Donald M. Hubbard, '12, who was chief
chemist for the Prest-O-Lite Co., at Indian-
apolis has accepted a position with the Ault-
Wiborg Co.. at Cincinnati, 0., and is in charge
of the St. Bernard Acid Plant.
Ivan L. Kauffman, '14, has been detailed to
the Research Department, Aviation Section, U.
S. A., at Waco, Texas.
Second Lieutenant James A. Wallace, ex-'21,




'11, who was con-
nected with the Riverside Metal co., at River-
side, New Jersey, is an ensign in the Navy.
Edward J. Hegarty, '15, has been transfer-
red from the New York to the Buffalo office of
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Co., where he is in charge of the publicity de-
partment. He expects to be called for service
in the near future.
E. S. Riggs, ex-'17, has been promoted to the
rank of Captain, at Camp Taylor.
Albert Neukom, ex-'14, is with the 309th En-
gineers at Camp Taylor.
Capt. J. T. Montgomery, '98, has been at-
tached to the 55th Engineers, at Camp Custer,
Mich. This is a railroad regiment preparing
for overseas duty.
David B. Henry, '18, has been transferred
from Camp Taylor to Camp Alfred Vail, which
is a Signal Corps camp.
B. L. Combs, '18, who has been in training at
Camp Morse, has received his commission as
second lieutenant and has been assigned to
Camp Meade.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Alexander Pomeroy
announced the marriage of their sister, Mary
Moulton, to Mr. E. Ellsworth Gilbert on Tues-
day, the 12th of February, 1918, at St. Paul's
Church, Chicago. Mr. Gilbert is a member of
the class of '89.
A letter from Lieut. Samuel Finkelstein, '15,
from France states that he has been assisting
in the laying out of a power plant for one of
the camps.
Word has been received that Sergeant George
W. Brooks, '16, has arrived safely in France.
He is in the Meteorological Department of the
Signal Service.
Word has been received of the death of Mer-
win B. Miller, '04, at Centralia, Wash., on Jan-
uary 17, 1918.




ON May fourth, the Rose Battalion in chargof Professor Coles, Captains Cromwell
end Wiedemann made the first extended hike of
the year. Both companies, the signal and the
first aid units, assembled at the Campus. A
short hour was spent in preliminary drill and
inspection and at ten o'clock the march started.
The march was made in a strictly military man-
ner, rear and advance guards being established
by the signal unit. Stops were frequent but
guard was invariably established so that self-
appointed foraging parties met with no suc-
cess. At high noon the farm was reached. The
companies were dismissed and "over the top"
was executed in perfection in the raid on the
pump. The quartermaster department an-
nounced mess and our own Rose Army did the
rest.
A sham battle was arranged for the after-
noon. Captain Wiedemann and Company A
occupied the trenches which Dame Nature had
conventiently provided in the shape of a small
creek. A corn field made an excellent "No
Man's Land." Fences on either side were ideal
entanglements although not of the barbed-wire
variety. Captain Cromwell and B Company
assumed the offensive and made a brilliant
charge executed in platoon-open order. B
made steady advance with no casualties until
within 100 'feet of her goal. At this point the
hand-grenade squad of A let loose with its
trump card, grenades to be sure, but clay and
water had replaced steel and powder. B's ad-
vanced was temporarily checked but when the
surprise had worn off they captured the enemy
man by man. Target practice was held for the
rest of the afternoon. It was then a weary bat-
talion that sought refreshment in the cool
waters of Lake Hulman and a good smoke on
the Commandant.
TECHNIC DANCE.
The first "Technic Dance" was held on May
tenth at the Phoenix Club. This dance was a
suecessor of the now extinct Modulus dances.
About forty couples were in attendance and the
Clifford Lowe orchestra furnished the music.
'
Dr. and Mrs. White, Dr. and Mrs. Johonnott,
Mr. and Mrs. Hensgen and Professor and Mrs.
Thomas acted as chaperons.
STUDENT COUNCIL MINUTES.
Tuesday, May 14, 1918.
Meeting called to order at 7:45 P. M. by
President Crapo.
Roll call. Maxwell, representing Sophomore
class, absent. Barnes, representing Juniors,
absent.
Minutes of previous meeting read and ap-
proved.
Financial report, Athletics, April 1918, read
by Gilbert.
Moved by Wiedemann, seconded by Pence, to
accept Gilbert's report. Motion carried.
Gilbert reports that Mr. Bruce Failey has
very kindly agreed to defray expenses of Rose
baseball team to extent of $200.
Moved by Pence, seconded by Skinner
' 
to ex-
tend vote of thanks to Mr. Bruce Failey for his
action. Motion carried.
Moved by Skinner that an amount not to ex-
ceed $25 be appropriated if necessary for de-
ficit on Spring pep feast. Seconded by Wiede-
mann. Motion carried.
Moved by Pence, seconded by Rolshausen, to
have pep feast on May 31, 1918. Motion car-
ried.
Moved by Pence, seconded by Rolshausen, to
adjourn. Motion carried. Adjournment at
8:42 p. m. LEATHERS,
For A. N. Barnes, Secretary.
FRATERNITY NOTES.
The members of the Alpha Tau Omega Fra-
ternity were hosts for a dance held on May the
fourth at the Chapter house. About twenty
couples attended. Light refreshments were
served throughout the evening. The Clifford
Lowe orchestra furnished the music.
The Theta Xi Fraternity gave an informal
dance on April twelfth at the Chapter house,
which was decorated with the fraternity colors.
About twenty couples were present. Punch
was served throughout the evening. The music
was furnished by the Koerner orchestra.
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ROSE-NOTRE DAME.
BASEBALL season opened on April 19 withNotre Dame against Tech at Rose Field.
It was football weather but nevertheless, both
teams played good baseball and a close game re-
sulted. The score was 1 to 1 in the eighth when
a fluke hit through the box gave the Catholics
the verdict, by a 3 to 1 count.
The visitors scored first in the fifth on a walk,
a stolen base and a timely single. Tech came
right back and evened things up in the very
next stanza. With two dead, Pence and Rol-
shausen beat out infield taps and when Stef-
fans long lift to left was cuffed by Berry, Pence
crossed. Notre Dame drove over the deciding
tallies in the eighth. With two out, Ronchetti
and Bahan singled and Sjobert bounced a safety
off of Rosey's shoulder, scoring his team mates.
For an early game, Tech put up a splendid
article of ball. Freddie Pence led the attack
with the willow with three blows in four trips
to the plate. Since this game Notre Dame has
walloped both Indiana and 
,
by de-
cisive scores so our showing was indeed a credit.
Score : R. H. E.
Notre Dame .... .0 0 0 0 1.0 0 2 0-3 9 4
Rose Poly 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0-1 6 2
* Biller ran for Steffen in the eighth.
Two-base hit—Brophy. Stolen bases—Notre
Dame, 7. Left on bases—Notre Dame. 13; Rose,
9. Bases on balls—Off Rolshausen, 10; of Lav-
ery, 1. Struck out—By Rolshausen, 5; by Lav-
ery, 10.
ROSE-PURDUE.
THE second game of the season was lost toue by a 7 to 4 score. Errors were as fre-
quent as hits and a loosely played game was the
result. Purdue scored three runs in the first
inning and their lead was never threatened.
Tech scored in four innings. A near rally was
started in the ninth when Meadows opened with
a three base swat over third. Capt. "Ick" fol-
lowed with a single but the Boilermakers cut
down the next three batters, a fast double play
ending the game.
Rolshausen had an off day issuing seven
passes. He fanned five. Bray pitched well
for Purdue. The feature of the contest was
P. Steffan's unassisted double play.
Score: R. H. E.
Rose .. . .1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1-4 65
Purdue ..3 0100300 *-7 67
Batteries—Rolshausen and Krausbek and
Ruston; Bray and Perrin.
Earned runs—Purdue, 4; Rose Poly, 2; three
base hit—Meadows; two base hit—McConnell;
struck out—by Bray, 8; by Rolshausen, 5;
double plays—Steffens, unassisted; Ferguson
to Emrick to Bailey; umpire, Jensen.
ROSE-WABASH.
A SEVENTH inning rally neted five runsfor Tech and a victory over Wabash in
the first I. C. A. L. game of the season. The
game was close till this fatal inning, both teams
having chased three runners across the plate.
Tech played a pretty game of ball at fieldS and
at bat. Bill Meadows performed like a vet at
the far station accepting eight chances without
a bobble. Capt. Reinhard and Jake Reinking
won reps as sluggers when the former poked
out two clean singles and the latter three.
There were no extra base swats registered by
either nine. Rolshausen pitched a steady game,




H. PO. A. E.
WAB kSH.
AB. R. H. PO.
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A. E.
Brophy, 2b. 4 0 0 0 1 0 McKinney, c. 4 0 1 1 2 1
Meadows, 3b. 4 1 1 7 1 0 Porter, 2b.  3 0 0 2 4 1
Reinhart, ss. 4 1 2 2 2 1 Hesler, lb  4 1 0 0 15 0
Pence, rf. 5 1 1 0 1 o Schanlaub, If.  4 0 0 0 1 0
Steffen, lb. 5 1 0 0 12 0 Ott, 3b. 4 0 0 1 2 1
Rolshausen, p. 5 0 1 4 2 1 Stewart, rf. 4 1 0 0 1 0
Hearn, cf. 4 2 1 0 1 0 Neal, cf. 4 1 1 0 1 0
Ruston, c. 5 1 0 1 7 0 Beatty, ss. 4 0 1 4 0 0
Reinking, if. 4 1 3 0 0 0 Kaiser, p  3 0 '1 5 1 1
Totals 40 8 9 14 27 2 Totals 34 3 4 13 27 4
Rose 0 0 1 1 0 1 5 0 0-8
Wabash 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0-3
Struck out—By Kaiser, 3; by Rolshausen, 6. Bases
on balls—Off Kaiser, 4; off 'Rolshausen, 1. Hit by
pitcher—Brophy. Passed balls—Ruston, 1; McKin-
ney, 2. Umpire--Sprow. Scorer—Biller.
After many weeks of hard work Coach Gil-
bert has completed his 1918 football program.
It is printed herewith. The usual games are
scheduled, but sad to relate the majority are
away from home. The feature is the three day
jaunt to Rolla, Mo., on Thanksgiving Day. The
premier home game is with DePauw on October
19. Rose is a favorite 3 to 1.
Sept. 28—Alumni, Rose Field.
Oct. 5—E. I. S. N., Charleston.
Oct. 12—Open.




Nov. 16—St. Louis U., St. Louis.
Nov. 23—Open.
Thanksgiving—M. S. M., Rolla, Mo.
The United States Navy has developed an
American mine believed •to combine all the
good points of various types of mines, and is
manufacturing them in .quantities.
Machine guns for the United States Army
are being produced at the rate of 225,000 a year,
31/2-inch guns at the rate of 15,000 per year.
The Royal Naval Air Service of Britain
numbers 46,000 men, 176 airships and kite bal-
loons and well over 2,500 seaplanes and aero-
planes.








Private $30 1gt Lieutenant .... 2,000
Corporal 36 Captain 2,400
Sergeant 38 Major 3,000
Battalion Sergeant Lieut. Colonel 3,500
Major   45 Colonel 4,000
1st Sergeant 51 Brigadier General.. 6,000
Regimental Sergeant Major General .... 8,000
Major   51 General 8,000
Three buffalo nickels and one thin dime
Will help to break the Hindenburg line.
Buy Thrift Stamps.
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GUN COTTON.
GUN-COTTON is a nitro-cellulose of ni-tration of greater than 12.9%, which
has not been colloided. Its principal use in
the military world is for mines or torpedoes.
It is very non-sensitive to shock or heat. When
wet it cannot be exploded by either of these
means. Even dry confinement and compres-
sion are necessary before explosion occurs. It
will burn when open to the air but the flame is
easily extinguishable by water.
The method followed in using gun-cotton is
to detonate a small quantity of the dry explo-
sive by fulminate of mercury, and this in turn
detonates a larger quantity of the wet. The
greater part of the explosive is wet partly be-
cause of safety in handling, but primarily be-
cause the explosion is quicker and more brusque
than when dry. The pressure reached in ex-
plosion is high when exploded in its own
volume gun cotton will exert a pressure of 160
tons per square inch. The temperatur.e reached
is about 4400° C. The following equation rep-
resents the reactions:
C2 4H1 8 (HNO3),, =24C0 +24CO2
17H+12H20+11N2
The characteristic difference between gun-
cotton and smokeless powder (collodion cot-
ton) is the insolubility of the former in ether or
alcohol or a mixture of the two. The gun-
cotton is of a higher degree of nitration than the
smokeless powders, and it is to this probably
that the non-solubility in ether or alcohol is
due. The manufacture of gun-cotton and tests
are quite similar to those of smokeless powder.
TRINITROTOLTIOL.
TNT is a comparatively new explosive, and
has only been developed and used to any ex-
tent in this war. The production of trini-
trotoluol from toluol is accomplished by the
action of a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids
in one, two, or three applications. The inter-
mediate products, mono and dinitro-toluol, are
washed out or are separated in the nitrator. A
cylindrical iron vessel is used for the nitration,
and the acid is run directly on the toluol. The
whole is mechanically agitated and kept at the
proper temperature. When nitration is com-
plete the resultant molten material is run into
cold water where it is agitated until it solidi-
fies into granular form.
It is then broken into fragments, and shov-
eled into large closed iron kettles where it is
washed with hot water. It then goes to the
grainers, somewhat similar to a paint grinder,
where heat is supplied until the water is driven
off.
Next comes blending in bolting machines
which discharge into screens. After sorting
through these screens, the triton (or TNT as
it is usually called) is packed into paper lined
barrels.
TNT is used to a great extent in shells for
land forces. The charges may be pressed or
moulded, a hydraulic press being used in the
former case. The pressed charges are trimmed
to size on a lathe, dipped in melted paraffin,
wrapped in paper with caps and varnished.
In the moulding method, the TNT is melted
at 80° C. in large kettles and cooled in moulds.
It is then trimmed to size, etc., as before. The
solid charge is bored to allow the insertion
of a detonator and the shells filled.
PICRIC ACID
Picric acid or trinitro-phenol C61-1,011
(NO2), is used for high explosive shells and
to a lesser extent for mine work. It is the
final product of the nitration of phenol, and
can be produced in two ways: First, by the
nitration of the mixture of phenol sulphonic
acids obtained by heating phenol with concen-
trated sulphuric acid (the usual method.)
Second, by oxidizing the symmetrical trinitro-
benzene with potassium ferricyanide in alkaline
solution. The actual process of manufacture
for military use is kept secret by the various
countries .
Picric acid burns easily when ignited but is
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difficult to detonate. The salts are more often
used on account of their ease of detonation.
The most used 'picric. powders are melinite,
a mixture of fused picric acid and gun-cotton,
shimose, a similar Japanese powder, lyddite,
the principal British high explosive, Desig-
nolle's powder (potassium, picrate, saltpetre
and charcoal) once used by the French, and em-
mensite. The development of picric powder
like TNT has been greatly accelerated by the
present war, and new secret compounds have
been used extensively.
• FULMINATE OF MERCURY.
Fulminate of mercury is the detonator most
commonly used. It is seldom used alone, but
generally mixed with other substances. One
mixture much used by the British consists of
6 parts of fulminate, 6 of potassium chlorate,
and 4 of antimony sulphide. In Germany de-
tonators are made by placing a fulminate on
top of an aromatic nitro compound such as
trinitrotoluene. The manufacture is exceed-
ingly dangerous because of the high explosive
character of the fulminate and its ease of de-
tonation. The substance is seldom used alone
as an explosive, but practically always with
gun-cotton, picric acid, etc., as a detonator. It
is generally made in the form of caps or placed
in small phials.
The Polytechnic.
NEW KINDS OF AMMUNITION FOR USE IN AIRPLANE GUNS.
THE War Department authorizes the fol-lowing: .
The present war brought forth a new
kind of ammunition for airplane use in the
form of special cartridges containing bullets
•for armor-pierding, tracing, and incendiary
purposes.
With the progress of the war the more vital
parts of the airplane were protected with light
armor, so that it became necessary to introduce
the armor-piercing bullet.
As the gasolene tanks were particularly sus-
ceptible to incendiary explosion, it was neces•
sary to procure a bullet containing an inflam-
mable substance, ignited upon discharge, which
would carry the spark or flame into the tank
upon piercing it.
TRACER BULLET INTRODUCED.
As the target, the enemy airplane, was with-
in fighting range for only brief moments at a
time, and as there were no means of determin-
ing the "fire effect as on land, a tracer bullet
containing a bright burning composition,
which would indicate the path of the bullet in
daylight as well as in darkness, and thereby
allow the aim of the machine gun to be cor-
rected, was introduced. The composition is set
on fire upon discharge and the bullet flies
through the air as a bright spark plainly vis-
ible to the machine gun operator.
All of these cartridges are of the small rifle
calibers—caliber .30 or thereabout. The 3-10
of an inch diameter and short length of this
bullet left little space therein for the armor-
piercing element or for the tracer or incendiary
composition. Nevertheless, combinations of
armor-piercing and tracer and armor-piercing
and incendiary bullets have been made.
MEET TESTS FULLY.
At the outbreak of the war, further informa-
tion was promptly gathered from the allies
and this subject was studied by those respon-
sible for this work in the United States. Of
course, on account of the difficulties of the prob-
lem, none of the special bullets possessed by any
country is entirely satisfactory or what might
be termed "perfect" in operation.
The bullets developed by the United States
Ordnance Department have been tested on land
and from airplanes to see if there is any differ-
ence in their performance when fired from a
quickly moving airplane in the upper atmos-
phere and when fired on land.
These tests indicate that the United States
has developed a class of special cartridges with
a performance fully equal to or surpassing that
attained abroad.
—The Official Bulletin.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF STEEL HELMETS
THE steel sheets for making the helmets, arefurnished to the various plants engaged in
helmet manufacture by the United States gov-
ernment. All cuttings and other wastage are
returned to the government by the plants as a
measure of war economy. Each sheet measures
about a foot square by one-sixteenth of an inch
thick land is tested before it finds its way to the
stamping presses. The test consists merely of
forming a small hump—in reality a small hel-
met—at each corner of the sheet; in other
words, this is nothing more than subjecting a
small section of the material to the same strain
which the centre section will have to bear in
the huge forming presses. These small humps
serve to bring out any flaws that may exist in
the sheet, and these are soon detected by in-
spectors who pass on the sheets.
"Sheets with four perfect humps now make
their way to the forming press. Each sheet is
placed in turn between the male and female
dies of a huge press. The operator manipu-
lates a lever and the dies squeeze the sheet into
shape to the accompaniment of an unearthy
shriek. Covered with heavy oil the sheet, now
formed into the dome of the helmet but still
carrying the square sides and humps in the
corners, emerges an instant later from between
the separated dies. Passing to another ma-
chine, each embyro helmet is placed between
cutting dies which, at a single blow, cleave off
the four corners and the square sides and give
the helmet its ultimate shape. But the edge is
not as smooth as it might be, and another oper-
ation remains to finish the helmet proper. So
it passes on to another section of the plant,
where a steel binding of channel-section strip is
placed round the rough edge. This is done by
an operator who then presses the helmet into
a holder so that the binding is securely held in
place with its two ends practically touching.
Each helmet is then passed to another opera-
tor who welds the steel ends together so as to
form a solid ring or binding about the rim.
For this work an electric spot welder is em-
ployed; each helmet is placed between the elec-
trodes, and a slight pull on a lever brings the
ends between the poles of an electric circuit.
The welding operation is over in an instant, and
the helmet is then removed from its holder.
Provided with a smooth rim and in every other
sense complete, it is now ready for the finishing
touches.
"The American helmet, like the helmets of
other warring nations, is provided with a sur-
face calculated to avoid reflection or glare on
the battlefield. The French treat their hel-
mets with a dull blue or brown paint, while the
British cover their helmets with paint over
which sand is sprinkled so as to break up re-
flection. In the case of our own helmets we
make use of a material which serves to break
up reflections, but, at the same time, is a poor
conductor of heat. This is a most important
consideration; for we are told that British
troops suffer not a little from the sun's rays
striking on their sand-covered helmets during
warm weather. And this is the very thing we
have avoided. Of course, canvas covers can be
used to shield the helmets; but it is preferable
to make the helmet complete in itself.
"Obviously, the finishing of the helmet calls
for a head strap and the special lining. Like
the British helmet, the American is provided
with an inner frame separated from the steel
covering by shock-absorbing 'members, so that
bullets and blows are not communicated to the
wearer. The completed helmet has excellent
'bullet-resisting powers; indeed, the tests are
most exacting, yet the comfort of the wearer
has been carefully considered. Consistent with
the proper degree of safety, the helmet has been
kept down to slightly over two pounds, ready
to wear."—Scientific American.
SIDELIGHTS ON WAR.
The British armies now number 7,500,000
men.
Great Britain has 7,700 miles of coast line to
defend.
England sends more than 7,000 men and
30,000 ton S of supplies to France every day.
The German submarine can remain under
water, sitting on the bottom, up to 48 hours.
There are now 2,000 military hospitals in
the United Kingdom.
The British War Cabinet has held 300 meet-
ings within a year.
The range of a German torpedo is five miles,
and the speed 40 knots.
The salary list of the British army now
amounts to $560,000,000 a year.
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DIFFERENTIALS
WHO -WAS HP. YOURSELF.
Wickey : "—and his name was Herodotus.
Can you tell me something about him, Mr.
Brophy?"
Andrew (waking up with a start) : "Why-





Applicant for Job—Thank you, sir, I'll have
a small one !—Judge.
R. P. I.
ADMITTED.
"He's the fastest prof. in college."
"I don't think so. He admitted that he'd
never pass me."—Jack-'o-Lantern.
R. P. I.
Jo Jo, in Radio—"And now if you'll put that
in your note book, you will have it in a nut
shell."
R. P. I.
Quite matchless are her dark brown i i i
She talks with perfect e e e e,
And when I tell her she is y y y y
She says I am a tt t t.
R. P. I.
HOSPITALITY.
The Totu Betchu Two were entertaining the
new pledge.
"Mr. Arthur, do have some more ice cream."
"Well, thanks, but just a mouthful, please."
"Waiter, fill Mr. Arthur's plate."—Froth.
R. P. I.
AIN'T HE TOUGH.
Floyd—"Going to Brazil tonight Jack?"
Richey—"Nope, think Mendy and I'll stay
home and shoot some gallopin' doniinoes."
R. P. I.
ALAS.






Larry—Can't I sign up for one little dance,
Lil?
Lillian—Honest, boy, I'm over-subscribed
now.
Larry—Then why not resort to the selective
clra ft?
R. P. I.
HEARD IN THE TRENCHES.




Elsie—Why did Bess turn down Jack?
Eloise—Too cocky.





Mrs.—"So you've met my son at college."
Leathers—"Oh yes! We slept in the same en-
gineering class together."
R. P. I.






IN THE DINING CAR.
"Waiter, bring me all the food I can get for
two dollars."
"You said a mouthful, boss."
R. P. I.
To FRIEND HUSBAND.
I've beamed when you hollered, "Oh, Girlie!"
I've hopped when you bellowed "Oh, say!"
I've fallen for "Deane" and "Missus"
And everything else till today;
But' there's one thing that's got to be different;
From now till the Great War is done—
Unless you're prepared for a riot—
You've got to quit calling me "Hun !"
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Before leaving the good old United States with some
Organization have a good
PHOTOCRAPH
Taken for that Mother, Wife or Sweetheart
They will appreciate it!
CEORCE CRAHAM HOLLOWAY STUDIO
Military
A traveling man one night found himself
obliged to remain in a small town on account of
a washout on the railroad caused by the heavy
rainfall which was still coming down in tor-
rents. He turned to the waitress with:
"This certainly looks like the Flood."
"The what."
"The Flood. You've surely .heard about the
Flood and the ark landing on Mt. Ararat."
"Gee, Mister," she returned, "I ain't seen a






Little "Zep" that flies so light,
Drop no bombs on me tonight,
Way up in the world so high.




PATENTS and PATENT CAUSES
GEORGE B. SCHLEY
908 HUME-MANSUR BLDG. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
STARRETT'S MACHINIST AND CARPENTER TOOLS, PLUMBING,
HARDWARE, ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES AND STEAM HEATING
FREITAG, WEINHARDT & CO.
664 Wabash Avenue Phones 140
Come here for your Spring Suit. We are showing the newest things in
the celebrated
HART SCHAFFNER 0. MARX
make. Every garment of which is guaranteed to be all wool and fast colors.
Emerson Shoes $4.50 to $7.00 Stetson Shoes $6.50 to $9.00
Manhattan Shirts and the newest things in Men's Hats and Neckwear
TUNE BROS.
The Home of Hart Schaffner 81. Marx Clothes in Terre Haute
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
PICTURES AND PICTURE FRAMES
"If its worth keeping, its worth framing"
TAKE YOUR CLASS PICTURES AND DIPLOMAS
TO 
VICKROY'S ART SHOP
911 Wabash Avenue The Best and Oldest Place in Terre Haute
Judge—"You can take your choice, ten dol-
lars or ten days."
Prisoner (still a bit foggy)—"I'll (hic) take
the money, y'r honor."—Boston Transcript.
R. P. I.
Medical Officer (posting man to labor bat-
talion)—Do you think you are fit for really
hard labor?
Hard Case—Well, sir, some of the best
judges have thought so.—PaRsing Show.
Midnight. Guard on sentry duty discerns a
shadowy figure stealing toward him.
"Halt! Who goes there?" he shouted.
"Moses," came the answer in a soft tone of
voice.
"Advance Moses, and give the Ten Com-
mandments ?" shouted the sentinel.
R. P. I.
Mac—"Your answer is as clear as mud."
Tilley—"Well that covers the ground doesn't
it?"
NOW!-
A COMPLETE SHOWING OF
Young Men's Wear
Fashion Park Headquarters
Lee Goodman 8z Son
410 WABASH AVE
9 A. M to 12 M.













The Root Glass Company
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS






is imbedded on both sides
ASBESTOS PROTECTED METAL ROOFING
AND SIDING is moderate in first cost and involves no
maintenance or depreciation costs. It is rust=proof,
corrosion-proof, fire-resisting and does not require
painting. It withstands sulphurous gases, acid fumes,
alkalies, salt water dampness, etc.
These results are obtained by immersing steel sheets in
an asphaltic compound. While the asphalt is hot, there
and all edges layers of pure asbestos felt, all completely
enveloped within a tough waterproof coating.
Asbestos Protected Metal combines the strength of corrugated steel with the longevity
of asphalt and asbestos. It is the ideal roofing and siding for all sorts of waterside
and industrial buildings.
Bulletin 55M describes








Protected Metal Co. h9USA• Bank Building
Formerly Asbestos Pittsburd First National
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Special Educational Facilities
FOR EMPLOYEES OF THE
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
TESTING SECTION DEVOTED TO MOTORS AND GENERATORS
General Electric Educational Facilities
Apprentice Course
General Electric Vocational School
Testing Course for High School Graduates
Engineer's Testing Course for Technical Graduates
Advanced Work for Student Engineers
Engineering Lectures to Student Engineers
Department Lectures
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
The General Electric Company affords special facilities for each employee to obtain further intellectual
training in any chosen profession or occupation.
The electrical industry is replete with opportunities for young men who possess special knowledge, real
ability, or the power of concentrated application in the study of their profession. The General Electric Company
is never satisfied that its employees should follow merely a routine course of occupation and the accomplishment
of a "day's work." The Company desires, and offers abundant opportunity, for every employee to fit himself
for higher grades of service. It provides for study and application along lines which will increase an employee's
earning capacity, usefulness and development.
General Electric Company
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
12 LARGE PLANTS 100,000 EMPLOYEES
9524
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Henry L. Doherty & Company
60 WALL STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Engineers, Operators and Managers
of
Public Utility Properties
including natural and artificial gas, street railways, electric light









in which engineering graduates, electrical, chemical, mechanical, and civil
are trained as Junior Engineers, developing in actual employment to positions
of responsibility in all phases of the business of the organization.
Address Doherty Training School Correspondence to
H. B. Shaw, Toledo, Ohio
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC-IT WILL HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Rose Polytechnic Institute
Founded by tlx• late Chauncey Rose at Terre Haute, Indiana
A COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Offers a SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION based on Mathematics, Modern Languages,
Physical Sciences and Drawing with thorough instruction in
the Principles and Practice of
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
CIVIL ENGINEERING, CH EM ISTRY AND ARCHITECTURE
FACULTY
C. LEO MEES, Ph. D., President.
JOHN WHITE, Ph. D., Vice-President, Professor of Chemistry.
JAMES A. WICKERSHAM, A. M., Professor of Languages.
MALVERD A. HOWE, C. E., Professor Emeritus of Civil and
Architectual Engineering.
ARTHUR S. HATHAWAY, B. S., Professor of Mathematics.
JOHN B. PEDDLE, M. E., Professor of Machine Design.
FRANK C. WAGNER. A. M., Professor of Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering.
EDWIN S JOHONNOTT, Ph. D., Professor of Physics.
ROBERT L. McCORMICK, C. E., Professor of Mechanics and
Associate in Civil Engineering.
CLARENCE C. KNIPMEYER, B. S., Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering.
ALBERT A. FAUROT, M.. A. Associate Professor in Languages
and Librarian.
HAROLD A. THOMAS, C. E., Associate Professor in Civil Engi-
neering.
CARL WISCHMEYER. B. S. Associate Professor in Drawing and
Machine Design; Superintendent of Shops.
ORION L. STOCK, B. S.. Assistant Professor in Drawing and
Architectural Design.
H. L. COLES, B. S., Assistant Professor in Chemistry.
WARREN R. SPENCER, B. S.. Instructor in Mathematics and
Civil Engineering.











ARE THE FINEST AND BEST GOODS OF THEIR KIND
Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive and ill-
smelling inks and adhesives, and adopt the
HIGGINS INKS and ADHESIVES. They
will be a revelation to you
AT DEALERS GENERALLY
CHARLES M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.
Branches 271 Ninth Street
Chicago and London BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BOTH PHONES 64




SIXTH AND MULBERRY STREETS
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION THE TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Talking Thru Our Straw Hats
To You, Mr. Man
$2.00 . $2.50 . $3.00
A complete line of Panamas, Leghorn% Bancocks





Phones: Bell 4, Citizens 23
Buying Clothes Now
For Next Season
it is the truest of economy to buy now
what clothing you are going to need for next
season and even several seasons to come. Prices
are going higher and higher and really good
clothes will be scarce at any price while the
government needs the wool for our fighting men.
Present lowered prices are based on the low
costs of a season ago, and afford you the rarest
chance to practice real economy.
High Art, Stein-Bloch,
Sampeck Suits are here
MYERS BROS.
4TH AND WABASH
—When You Think of Flowers
Think of
HEINL'S
129 South Seventh Street
TERRE HAUTE
We Make a Specialty of Quick Delively
When In a Hurry
TELEPHONE US
And See How Fast Our Messenger Can Come
Arthur Baur's Pharmacy
Terre Haute Trust Building









27te House of Foulkes Bros.
Hatters. Haberdashers and Tailors. 631 Wabash
ALWAYS TRADE WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. MENTION TH
E TECHNIC—IT WILL HELP US.
r
